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Abstract 

Deep learning became very significant to solve problems associated with computer vision applications. In this paper, we proposed a deep learning 

framework that exploits three deep learning models for automatic detection of image tampering detection towards digital forensics. The framework 

exploits pre-trained models such as ResNet50, VGG16 and Inception. These models are widely used in solving different real world problems. 

They are known for efficiency in image processing. A supervised learning approach is used to have training and testing phases. Out of the three 

models we enhanced ResNet50 model with transfer learning. CASIA 2 is the dataset used in the experiments. This dataset contains benchmark 

samples used for image forgery detection research. The proposed framework has mechanisms and algorithm to detect tampered images 

automatically. To realize our framework, we proposed an algorithm known as Learning based Image Tampering Detection (LbITD). It CASIO 2 

dataset as input, performs pre-processing to generate train and test datasets. Then the algorithm proceeds with deep learning model including 

model creation, model compilation and model training. Our experimental results showed that ResNet50 outperforms other models with 92.45% 

accuracy.  
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1. INTRODUCTION  

Multimedia content is being generated in contemporary era with unprecedented pace. In other words, with the cloud innovation, 

companies are preserving image content like never before. Even in computer vision applications and government applications, it 

became very important to deal with images. Images are widely used in different applications for purposes such as identification,  

comparison and so on. Human identification is an important issue to be considered. There are commercial companies producing 

images with copyrights. In this context, it is important to develop a strong mechanism to detect image forgeries. This kind of 

solution helps in improving digital image forensics as well. Machine learning and deep learning techniques, of late, are contributing 

to computer vision applications. In this paper, we used deep learning for automatic detection of image tampering. There are many 

existing approaches found in the literature for digital image forensics.  

In [4] computer generated faces are used for the study of image tampering detection using deep learning. In [5] an attack known as 

face morphing attack and its related tampering was explored. In [14] CNN based methodology was proposed for tampering 

localization while wavelet dual-branch network is defined in [15] for face tampering detection. In [16] fusion approaches are studied 

to detect copy-move forgery in images. In [17], deep learning models were used to diagnose bearing faults in automotive industry. 

Identification of texture difference is the main method employed in [18] for image tampering detection. From the literature, it was 

observed that CNN based models were widely used for image tampering detection and computer vision applications. It was also 

found that pre-trained models could provide better performance in image processing. Based on these observations, in this paper, we 

proposed framework to exploit three deep learning models. Our contributions in this model are as follows.  
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1. We proposed a deep learning framework that exploits three deep learning models for automatic detection of image 

tampering detection towards digital forensics.  

2. We proposed an algorithm known as Learning based Image Tampering Detection (LbITD). 

3. We built an application to evaluate the framework and the underling algorithm that exploits three deep learning models. 

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 reviews literature on different existing methods for image tampering 

detection. Section 3 presents the proposed framework. Section 4 presents results of our experiments. Section 5 concludes our work 

and provides future scope.  

2. RELATED WORK 

This section reviews literature on various existing methods. Different methods used for image tampering detection are explored in 

[1], [8] and [20]. As discussed in [19], the raise of machine learning has helped in making novel approaches to detection image 

tampering automatically. Later on many deep learning models were used by the researchers for image tampering detection. In [2], 

[3] and [6] copy-move forgery is detected using deep learning. In [4] computer generated faces are used for the study of image 

tampering detection using deep learning. In [5] an attack known as face morphing attack and its related tampering was explored. In 

[7] deep auto encoder is used to detect forgery. The model is actually combined with CNN extracted features. In [9] passive image 

forgery detection method is explored using deep learning.   

In [10], both copy-move and splicing kind of forgeries are detected using ML techniques. In [11], CNN and fuzzy C means 

algorithms are combined to detect image forgery. Many learning based approaches towards image forensics are discussed in [12] 

and [13]. In [14] CNN based methodology was proposed for tampering localization while wavelet dual-branch network is defined in 

[15] for face tampering detection. In [16] fusion approaches are studied to detect copy-move forgery in images. In [17], deep 

learning models were used to diagnose bearing faults in automotive industry. Identification of texture difference is the main method 

employed in [18] for image tampering detection. From the literature, it was observed that CNN based models were widely used for 

image tampering detection and computer vision applications. It was also found that pre-trained models could provide better 

performance in image processing. Based on these observations, in this paper, we proposed framework to exploit three deep learning 

models.  

 

3. PROPOSED FRAMEWORK 

We proposed a deep learning based framework, as shown in Figure 1, for automatic detection of image tampering. The framework 

exploits pre-trained models such as ResNet50, VGG16 and Inception. These models are widely used in solving different real world 

problems. They are known for efficiency in image processing. A supervised learning approach is used to have training and testing 

phases. CASIA 2 [27] is the dataset used in the experiments. This dataset contains benchmark samples used for image forgery 

detection research. The proposed framework has mechanisms and algorithm to detect tampered images automatically.  
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Figure 1: Proposed framework based on deep learning techniques for image tampering detection 

The given dataset is divided into training and test data in order to perform supervised learning. Once data is split into two parts, the 

data is subjected to ELA (Error Level Analysis) process that enables ease of detection of tampering. Afterwards, the ELA form of 

training images is used to train different deep learning classifiers. They are known as Inception, ResNet50 and VGG1 models. Out 

of them we improved ResNet50 model with transfer learning for better performance. Once training of the models is completed, it 

results in an intelligent system for automatic tampering detection.  
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Figure 2: Inception model used for image tampering detection 

As presented in Figure 2, the inception model is used to learn from training samples. Its architecture contains number of 

convolutional layers and max pooling layers. They are used to extract features from image and optimizing the features respectively. 

It has dropout, flatten and dense layers configured appropriately for image tampering detection.  

 

Figure 3: ResNet50 model enhanced with transfer learning 
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As presented in Figure 3, the ResNet50 base mode is improved with additional layers using transfer learning. The additional layers 

include global average pooling (for feature optimization), two dense layers, dropout layer and batch normalization layers. With the 

enhancement of ResNet50 model, it was observed that the detection accuracy could be improved.  

 

Figure 4: VGG 16 model used for image tampering detection 

As presented in Figure 4, the VGG 16 model has its layers containing convolutional and pooling layers followed by dense layers to 

deal with computer vision applications. In this paper, these layers are meant for learning from train images and then classify test 

images into tampered and normal images.  

Algorithm:Learning based Image Tampering Detection (LbITD) 

Input: CASIO 2 dataset D 

Output: Tampering detection results R, performance statistics P 

1. Begin 

2. (T1, T2)Pre-process(D) 

3. MCreateDeepLearningModel() //Incpetion/VGG16/ResNet50 

4. MCompileModel() 

5. MTrainModel(T1) 

6. Save model M 

7. (R,P)TestData(M, T2) 

8. Display R 

9. Display P 

10. End 

Algorithm 1:Learning based Image Tampering Detection (LbITD) 

As presented in Algorithm 1, it takes CASIO 2 dataset as input, performs pre-processing to generate train and test datasets. Then the 

algorithm proceeds with deep learning model including model creation, model compilation and model training. Once the model is 

trained with T1, it is subjected to persisting to reuse in future. In testing phase, the model M is reused to test unlabelled data (T2). 

Then the algorithm computes result and also performance statistics and display the same. Based on confusion matrix, the evaluation 

of the proposed algorithm is compared with the state of the art. Table 1 shows different metrics used in the evaluation process. 
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Figure 5: Confusion matrix 

Based on the confusion matrix presented in Figure 5, the confusion matrix shows the measures like true positive (TP), false positive (FP), false 

negative (FN) and true negative (TN). These are determined by comparing result of ML algorithm when compared with the ground truth.  

Metric Formula Value range Best Value 

Accuracy  𝑇𝑃 + 𝑇𝑁

𝑇𝑃 + 𝑇𝑁 + 𝐹𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁
 

[0; 1] 1 

Precision (p) 𝑇𝑃

𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑃
 

[0; 1] 1 

Recall (r) 𝑇𝑃

𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁
 

[0; 1] 1 

F1-Score 
2 ∗

(𝑝 ∗  𝑟)

(𝑝 + 𝑟)
 

[0; 1] 1 

Table 1: Performance metrics used for evaluation 

Precision refers to positive predictive value while the recall refers to true positive rate. F1-score is the harmonic mean of both 

precision and recall which is used to have a measure without showing imbalance while accuracy measure may show imbalance.  

 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

This section presents results of experiments. The results include the observations with each deep learning model. Each model 

showed different level of performance due to their modus operandi and internal functionality.  
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4.1 Results of Inception Model 

This sub section presents experimental results of inception model which is used for image tampering detection.  

Image Ela_image 

  

  

  

Figure 6: Results associated Inception model 

As presented in Figure 6, the input images are subjected to ELA processing prior to training Inception model. The results of ELA 

are shown here.  

 

Figure 7: Shows results of Inception model 

As presented in Figure 7, the loss and accuracy results of Inception model against different number of epochs are provided.  
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Figure 8: Shows confusion matrix reflecting results of Inception model 

As presented in Figure 8, it shows confusion matrix reflecting detection performance of the Inception model.  

4.2 Results of ResNet50 Model 

This sub section presents experimental results of inception model which is used for image tampering detection.  

Image Ela_image 

  

  

  

Figure 9: Results associated ResNet50 model 

As presented in Figure 9, the input images are subjected to ELA processing prior to training ResNet50 model. The results of ELA 

are shown here.  
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Figure 10: Shows results of ResNet50 model 

As presented in Figure 10, the loss and accuracy results of ResNet50 model against different number of epochs are provided.  

 

Figure 11: Shows confusion matrix reflecting results of ResNet50 model 

As presented in Figure 11, it shows confusion matrix reflecting detection performance of the ResNet50 model.  
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4.3 Results of VGG16 Model 

This sub section presents experimental results of inception model which is used for image tampering detection.  

Image Ela_image 

 
 

  

  

Figure 12: Results associated VGG16 model 

As presented in Figure 12, the input images are subjected to ELA processing prior to training VGG16 model. The results of ELA are 

shown here.  

 

Figure 13: Shows results of VGG16 model 

As presented in Figure 13, the loss and accuracy results of VGG16 model against different number of epochs are provided.  
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Figure 14: Shows confusion matrix reflecting results of VGG16 model 

As presented in Figure 14, it shows confusion matrix reflecting detection performance of the VGG16 model.  

4.4 Performance Comparison 

This section presents performance comparison among the three models used in the empirical study meant for automatic detection of 

image tampering. Observations are made in terms of accuracy of the deep learning models.  

Image Tampering Detection Model Accuracy (%) 

Inception 83.97 

Resnet 92.45 

VGG16 86.96 

Table 2: Shows performance of different models 

As presented in Table 2, the performance of different models is compared in terms of accuracy in tampering detection.  

 

Figure 15: Performance comparison among models 

As presented in Figure 15, three models used in the experiment are compared to know their performance for automatic image 

tampering detection. Each deep learning model was found to have different level of performance. In fact, the models differ in their 

architecture and also learning process. Therefore, there is difference in accuracy evident in the experimental results. Accuracy 

exhibited by Inception mode is 83.97%. VGG16 model achieved 86.96% accuracy while the ResNet50 model achieved highest 

performance with 92.45% accuracy.  
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5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

In this paper, we proposed a deep learning framework that exploits three deep learning models for automatic detection of image 

tampering detection towards digital forensics. The framework exploits pre-trained models such as ResNet50, VGG16 and Inception. 

These models are widely used in solving different real world problems. They are known for efficiency in image processing. A 

supervised learning approach is used to have training and testing phases. Out of the three models we enhanced ResNet50 model 

with transfer learning. CASIA 2 is the dataset used in the experiments. This dataset contains benchmark samples used for image 

forgery detection research. The proposed framework has mechanisms and algorithm to detect tampered images automatically. To 

realize our framework, we proposed an algorithm known as Learning based Image Tampering Detection (LbITD).Accuracy 

exhibited by Inception mode is 83.97%. VGG16 model achieved 86.96% accuracy while the ResNet50 model achieved highest 

performance with 92.45% accuracy. In future we intend to improve the models further with model scaling for dealing with large 

volumes of data.  
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